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Abstract three-dimensional space which, if they could but per-

We identify and discuss three domains where ceive it, would afford startlingly novel views of their

we believe that innovative application of vi- universe.
sual programming languages is likely to make Those whose research falls within the area known

a significant impact in the near term: con- as visual programming believe that textual program-
current computing, computer--based assistance ruing languages constitute just such a flatland. They
for people with disabilities, and the multlme- hold that computer graphics can expand the program-
dia/multimodal environments of tomorrow in mer's horizons and be used to advantage for defining

which it will be possible to hear and physically or helping to define programs. For the near term there
interact with information as well as see it. are two goals:

• To find ways to empower people who would oth-"The limits of my language mean
the limits of my world" erwise be unable to program to do at least simple

Ludwig Wittgenstein [1, Prop. 5.6] things without having to rely solely on canned
software.

1 Introduction • To find ways to enable highly skilled professional
programmers to successfully tackle domains for

Philosophers have long speculated that natural Ian- which traditional (textual) languages are inade-
guage may to some degree circumscribe our thoughts, quate.
that it may be difficult or even impossible for
us to think about that for which we lack words. For the long term, the hope is to develop "general

The Shakespearean scholar and amateur mathemati- purpose" visual languages which combine textual and
clan Edwin Abbott explored a hypothetical two- graphical elements in so powerful and compelling a
dimensional "Flatland" [2] whose inhabitants were un- manner that tomorrow's programmers would prefer
aware that their world was in fact embedded in a them to purely textual languages for their every--day

tasks.t Such languages might also provide a medium

"The authors may be reached via e--mail as follows: glin. for expressing algorithms in ways which we at present
ert@cs.rpi.edu, blattner@lll-crg.llnl.gov and ]rerking@Ul- cannot even imagine.

• crg.llnl.gov. The authors were supported, in part, by the Are such goals achievable? What role computer
United States Department of Energy through Lawrence graphics should play in human-machine communion-
Livermore National L&boratory under contract W-7405--

• Eng--48 while this research was being carried out. The first "
author was also supported, in part, by the National Sd- *Note that if we assume that, as traditionally used with
ence Foundation under contracts CDA--8805910 and CDA- respect to programming, the word "language" connotes a

means for specifying a broad and varied spectrum of algo-
9015249. rithms in a form amenable to mechanical processing, then

IMeera M. Blattner is also with the Department of many of the best-known systems developed to date for the
Biom_thematics, M.D. Anderson Cancer Research Center, visual domain are in fact v/nun/too/s of limited (albeit lm-
University of Texas Medical Center, Houston. portant) applic:.bility.



tion is far from settled. Colin Ware has tried to explain many discoveries waiting to be made." Where may

some of the skepticism as follows [3]: "lt is generally such discoveries be expected in the coming decade? In
accepted that written language has evolved from the this paper we explore possible answers to this question.
pictographic and iconic to the abstract and syntactic.

Of ali languages, the languages of mathematics and

programming tend to be the most abstract of ali .... 2 Visual Tools and Languages
Thus, in a sense, the attempt to use graphical lan-

guages to design precise formal systems is a regressive for Concurrent Computing
step. If a complex, rich syntax is attempted then the
graphical notation will become as obscure and unin- Designing, implementing and maintaining reliable pro-
tuitive as a purely symbolic representation .... This grams which exploit novel parallel and distributed ar-

chitectures is extremely difficult. Since so much effortis not to say that we should ignore visual program-
ming techniques, it is just that they will have only has gone into exploring these domains, which most
limited and specialized utility." While such arguments people see as the central focus of computer science
are hard to refute, it is interesting that the early devel- for the foreseeable future, it is reasonable to ask why
opers of higher-level textual programming languages currently available tools are only marginally useful.
encountered similar resistance from devotees of as.sem- The conventional approach has been to incremen-
bier! As late as 19(;6, articles were being published tally extend the (textual) techniques which worked so
with titles such as "Assemble or Compile ?" [4]. well for serial algorithms. In the domain of parallel and

distributed architecture, however, there is no doubt
Admit redly, many fundamental issues relating to vi-

sual lan_ '.ages are not yet well understood. What is that graphical depictions can convey information re-
the essen _. of visual as opposed to textual language? garding processor connectivity, computational depen-
What is the role of the language as opposed to that of dencies, physical resources and the like more readily
the interface? The power of natural language for con- than either recursive expressions or pseudocode. As
veying complex abstract ideas is undeniable. A picture Kahn and Saraswat have recently put it [7]: "[Con-
that represented some word and had no other associa- current programs are] inherently about connections
tions would be no advantage over the word itself. The between computational agents and as such seem es-
strength of visual languages lies in their potential abil- pecially well suited for visualization." Even a cur-

sory glance at the papers published by researchers in

ity to simultaneously show multiple relationships, this field (e.g., in journals such as IEEE Transactions
Consider, for example, an undirected graph {_ with on Machine Intelligence and Pattern Recognition or

nodes p, q, r and s, and edges pq, pr, _"_, "_'f,_'g and IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed S_/s-
r"T.To understand even this simple graph, most read- terns) confirms, that words routinely fail to adequately
ers probably will be inclined to draw a picture. But describe the architecture(s) under consideration. It
which picture? Is G a square with two diagonals? Or is then becomes necessary to resort to a profusion of di-
it a triangle whose vertices are connected to a common agrarns of 2-D and even 3-D processor meshes, etc.,
interior point? Perhaps G is a tetrahedron? Because to get the desired point across.

in the absence of an appropriate context these and Several systems have been implemented which show
many other interpretations are ali equally valid, a tex- that the visual approach can be successfully applied
tual representation such as the above is most likely the to the parallel and distributed domain. The trick is
best choice; any visual representation may imply fea- to abandon ali vestiges of the serial programming ap-
tures which G doesn't possess. Within a given context, proach, and instead adopt one in which the environ-
however, a drawing will be far superior for imparting a meat allows users to work ai, a higher level of abstrac-

desired interpretation to viewers, as well as for helping tion. For example, Norton's NOVlS environment [8]
them to later recall it [5]. supports interactive, visual design and animated exe- ,

Despite ali of the good work which has been done cution simulation of complex parallel networks of com-
[6], the study of visual languages and programming is municating processes. Computations are specified as
still in its infancy. Many avenues remain relatively or data flow graphs (DFGs) whose nodes represent pro, •
even completely uncharted. Pronouncements regard- ceasing elements (PEs). The DFG's edges dictate con-

ing the imminent demise or limited future role of this nectivity among the PEs, and represent the commu-
approach are therefore premature. In continuation of nication patks. Dependencies are specified by these
his remarks quoted above, Colin Ware goes on to pro- edges, while synchronization is enforced by the execu-
claim: "Right now [the study of visual languages] is tion schedule. Color and iconic image are employed as

an exciting area for the researcher, because there are significant means of communicating information.



ing message passing, distr_uted data structures, and
_--.. I I I III....... - "live" data structures. They also outline how a pro-

t_ows-_,,_,_wr,,z_, _,,m gram written using one method can be transformed
o/_,¢,_,p into a program based on a different method. Williams

____------_I_C._---_,C/_D_! also discusses such models, along with methods for
_____[ ii ...... I transforming the number of processes and for trans-

. _ll • • M • M M m _ • iating between models. She points out [11, pg. 158]that: "In an ideal world translations  etween mod-

els] would be fully automatic (like a compiler) but at
m__ _ (_ _ _ (_ _ • _ the current state of the art such translations are much

' m__) _ _ _ _) q) _ E more likely to be done with human interaction."

_ • • (_ (_ • a; A compiler capable of automatically extracting
• • • _ • _ a maximum degree of parallelism from a program,
i_ _ • _ (_ • while resolving issues such as processor allocation and

m__ _ _ a; scheduling, does not seem realizable in the immediate
future. We must therefore develop tools which:

• Assist in the design of parallel algorithms.
Support multiple architectures or models.
Assist in transforming programs from one

scale or model to another.

Figure 1: Norton's Novls System: A Processor This will, in part, involve devising mapping techniques
Array for Sorting. which, given an algorithm, find the best architecture

in terms of scheduling, processor allocation and com-
munication, and scalability. Ideally, each part of a

Novls's main contribution is that it provides a "lab- program would be described in terms of the model
oratory" wherein users can experiment and explore to which it most naturally fits, and then interactively
their creativity in a natural manner. Information hid- translated tofit the architecture on which it must run.
ing encourages the design of parallel arrays from an

abstract perspective and their modification "on the WE PROPOSE that members of the vi-
fly" followed by immediate resimulation. A variety sum programming community focus their
of standard architectures such as SISD, SIMD, MISD efforts towards development of tools and
and MIMD may be simulated with no need for intimate languages to facilitate interactive coding of
familiarity with the details of the internal workings of parallel programs and thdr transformation
the system on the part of the user. An example Novls among architectures and models.
applications (sorting) is shown in Fig. 1.

Systems such as Novls are but a first, tentative Visual techniques could be used to good effect through-
step in applying the visual approach to the domain of out such systems. In initially describing the program,
concurrent computing. A central problem is that of restrictions on symbol placement, color changes, slm-
mapping an algorithm onto a given parallel architec- pie animation, and other visual cues could be used to
ture. The diversity of these architectures often make it suggest program layout to the user. Different corrb
necessary to "massage" the algorithm so that it will fit putational models could be kept distinct through use
a particular scale (e.g., number of processors) or model of families of visual representations. Animation could

• (e.g., message passing vs. shared memory) of parallel be employed, when programming, to show restructur-
computation, ing processes (e.g., by moving the pieces of a program

Most currently available tools support just a sin- slowly from one model/graphics set to another, stop-
gle parallel architecture or computational model. This ping occasionally when hints from the user are needed)
leads to a lack of portability and limited scope of ex- and, at run time, to make visible algorithm perfor-
pression. As Browne has pointed out [9, pg. 76]: "Ex- mance. Multiple views could be used whenever choices
pressing a wide variety of algorithms in a single model must be made, to allow the user to compare the results
ofparalhl computation is sometimes awkward, or leads of each of several possibilities before deciding how to
to complex code." Carriero and Gehrnter [10] detail proceed. Ali of these features, when taken together,
three simple methods of writing paralld programs us- should allow the user to quickly see how well his/her



: One solution is to design innovative visual software
tools. An excellent example is provided by Vener's

MXGlqEX editor for the Commodore Amiga persona]
computer [12]. In this system, a novel "cross-hair"
cursor makes location of the current typing position

i p • ci_/c y _ • g n • w I t h a simple task even for those who suffer from severe

1 1 d i d

• n u m_•r a_tsd . t/A 4i IIE X i • w r t t tunnel vision; cf. Fig. 2. While one of the cross-hair's
\ / two converging lines is vertical as we might expect, the

i _''I i1"y °f p'r"( \ 1 t A a t g other is anchored at one end to the top left-hand cor-

| target a ach1_e_ both bcc au Her of the screen. This diagonal component provides
I

I • u • r t • d a n d • i r a :f f o r d a constant initial reference point for those users who ,
P P ]l h may experience difficulty finding a conventional cursor

v:L d u a I • f o r t h • i r pets _ on a (large) screen. From this initial reference point,jJ the eye is drawn naturally down to the point where
the diagonal component impinges on the horizontal in

' the central visual field; this acts as a feedback mech-
anism to signal proximity of the desired location, and

Figure 2: Schematic Drawing of the "Cross-Hair" permits the eye to rapidly home in on the appropriate
Cursor in Vener's ]V[AGNEX Editor. character by following the convergence.

Carefully crafted visual tools such as MAGNEX tell

code fits into various architectures, and thereby help only part of the story, however. Blissymbolics [13] is a

him/her to gain (over time) a degree of intuition about semantically-based visual language which has proven
the layout of parallel code. remarkably effective as the basis of alternative com-

munication systems for people who are severely dis-

3 Visual Tools and Languages abled. The language contains a core vocabulary of
over 2,400 symbols. Although some of these are pic-

for People with Disabilities tographs which depict the outline or shape of the ob-
ject they represent, most are ideographs which derive

One aspect of the visual approach which has received from a fixed set of so-called key graphic forms, each
far too little attention to date is that it may be both of which has a well-defined root 'meaning associated
a blessing and a curse to people who are physically with it; cf. Fig. 3. Users who need to expand the sys-
handicapped, and in particular to the large number tem can do so by modifying existing symbols and/or
who are visually impaired (not necessarily blind). In by generating new ones by applying logical strategies
part, this is because there are so many different kinds and simple syntactic rules. In the HYPERBLISS system
of (visual)' handicaps. More to the point, _however, developed by Shalit et al. for the Apple Macintosh per-
is the fact that most systems software has been, and sonal computer [14], the user applies his/her acquired
continues to be, designed by and for people who are knowledge of the structure of Blissymbolics ideographs
not disabled, to synthesize or approximate (in his/her mind) the

Consider, for example, the window-based interfaces graphical representation of the object he/she wishes
which come with most modern personal computers and to "talk" about. The user then retrieves the desired

workstations. Menus, resource files or other hooks symbol by selecting one of its component parts from
are typically provided to allow users to customize the keyboard.
their working environment to suit their personal tastes.

Windows can be repositioned and resized; foreground WE PROPOSE that members of the vi-
and background colors can be changed. The size and sua/programming community should play a
style of the font used to display text can often be sd- central and leading role/n developing Ian- '
justed. Sometimes, even keyboard functionality (bind- guages and systems which are accessible to
ings) can be reconfigured people with disabilities. .

Options like these are no less (and perhaps more) As Alistair Edwards has recently written [15], in
valuable for handicapped users than they are for users t.he past research related to human-computer inter-

at large. But they are not enough. What is required faces "has largely been directed at taking account
are mechanisms for fundamentally modifying the vi- of quite subtle variations (such as novices versus ex-
sual aspects of the display in conjunction with the perts). More significant variations in users' abilities--
manner in which information is conveyed, such as whether a user can see a screen or type on



modal environmentsS cannot be disputed. After all,
a visual language has been widely and successfully

x used for centuries by composers for recording musical

£ 1 1 scores. Visual languages are also commonly employed1 1+ 1 + to prescribe choreography for the ballet.
To develop visual languages for defining and con-

, trolling the human-computer interfaces of tomorrow,
we must first learn how these will differ from today's

l_ _Xl interfaces with respect to each of the two primary sen-, sory modalities. .

4.1 Increased Retinal Dirnensionality
Jacques Bertin has enumerated the components of the

__@ 1_@ "graphicalvocabulary'[17]asbeingsize, saturation,
tezture, orientation, shape and color, where the first
two properties are useful primarily for conveying quan-
titative information, the last two for conveying quali-
tative information, and the middle two for both pur-

Figure 3: Examples of Blissymbolics Ideographs poses. It has been established [18] that these six con-
(After Shalit et al.). Top Row (Left to Right): stituents are not of equal importance. For example,
I, My, Our. Middle/Low: Resident, Residential the relative position of two objects is more immedi-ately discernible than which has the greater volume.
Institution. Bottom Row: School, Teacher. They are also not independent (e.g., the ability to dis-

tinguish among shapes varies inversely with size).

a keyboardware described as 'disabilities' and accom- Features which tomorrow's visual languages will
modating them has been seen as a separate topic [ly- need to be able to talk about include color, animation
ing] outside the mainstream... [The study of] human- and 3-D. Conversely, these features might be used as
computer interaction has [now] reached a stage of language elements themselves.
maturity when it should be embracing the broader lt has been shown [19] that color can be incorpo-
community." Legislation promoting computer acces- rated into a display to aid in the location of objects,
sibility for the handicapped recently enacted in the and that it is one of the best ways to cue in a discrim-
United States assures that interest in this field will ination task. This is because color is, as a rule, iden-
grow markedly in the near future, tiffed more accurately than size, saturation or shape.

• Nevertheless, color must be used with care, lest the
4 Visual Languages for Build- screen become too busy and distracting [20].

The potential advantages of incorporating anima.
ing Multimodal Interfaces tion in the displays associated with certain tasks is also

The introduction of graphics in the human-cx>mputer well documented. Systems have been implemented
interface was hailed at the time as a means for making [21, 22] which demonstrate conclusively that displays
sense out of the mountains of unintelligible numbers of time varying data may be effectively u_ed for repre-
which computers could spew out faster than people senting abstractions such as algorithms.

could cope with them. The availability of graphics in Additional ways in which color and animation might
the interface led, in turn, to exploration of the possible be used other than for the visualization of data includeA

role of visual "languages in computing, animated icons [23] (e.g., in an effort to help users un-
Technology doesn't stand stiR, however. We can derstand their meanings), and animated assistants [24]

postulate a not-too-distant future in which many of (e.g., _guides" with user selectable faces and personal-
our senses will play a role in the interface. In such a ities, who become more and more agitated as they vie
world, one will be able to touch and hear information for the user's attention).

as well as see it; one will be able not only to experience With regard to the potential use of 3-D elements in
data, but also to interact with and manipulate objects visual languages, it is noteworthy that the literature
using one's hands, voice, etc.

That visual languages can and should play a promi- tFor • discudon of the differencebetween the terms
nent role in building the riew multimedia and multi- %nultimedia"and "multimodalitf' see [16].



is replete with examples (e.g., random walk theory, which are hierarchically constructed from build-
knot theory and graph theory) where increasing spa- ing blocks called motives; in studies of turbulence,

tial dimensionality from two to three (or changing its earcons have proven valuable for communicating
parity from even to odd) results in qualitative differ- information such as changes of state, tempera-
ences in results obtained, lt is also known that extend- ture, speed and energy [30].
ing the domain of discourse often leads to the solution
of seemingly intractable problems. Would 3-D visual Can the auditory and visual modalities be combined
languages bear similar fruit? Only time will tell. in computer-based systems to facilitate the processing ,

of information? Again, the answer appears positive

4.2 Increased Modal Dimensionality [31, 32]. Nevertheless, our understanding of the use of
audio in the interface is still far from complete; cf. [33].

Modern workstations come equipped with sound gen-
eration facilities. Because auditory perception spans a

WE PROPOSE that efforts be directed

domain orthogonal to the visual, it is tempting to try by members of the v/sun/programming com"
to exploit nonspeech sound to allow users to efficiently munity towards development of visual ian-
cope with data of higher dimensionality than can be
accommodated by visual means alone. Sound in the guages for defining and controlling tomor-row's multimedia and multimodaI environ-
interface might make it possible to simultaneously use

ments, which will be characterized by inno-
the display for more than one task. Alternatively, it vative and coordinated use of co/or, uniton-
could reduce the need for scrolling in large workspaces; Lion, 3-1) and sound.
if the user needs information not currently on display,
he/she could listen to rather than look for it.

Incorporation of sound in the interface would natu- 5 Concluding Remarks
rally promote computer accessibility for blind and vi-
sually impaired users. Its potential role in languages We have discussed three areas where we believe vi-
for concurrent computing is less clear at this time, al- sual languages may make major contributions by the
though it could surely be useful in environments for vi- year 2000. To achieve these breakthroughs, compli-
sualizing concurrency (e.g., for conveying information cated software systems will have to be designed and
regarding algorithm and system performance). So, ef- implemented. Unfortunately, each such undertaking
fective visual languages for parallel and distributed must at present essentially begin from scratch, due to
systems might well need to specify audio output, a lack of appropriate visual metatools. It is essential

For ali these reasons, tomorrow's visual languages that this situation change!
should be able to drive the use of sound.

Can complex information be presented usefully in IT IS URGENT that members of the
an auditory pattern? Two basic paradigms for in- visual programm/ng community pool their
corporating nonspeech sound in an environment have forces to set standards and develop high-
been distinguished in the literature: level visual metatools which will facilitate

creation and maintenance of tomorrow's vi-

. The translation of data points int_ sound. Sound sual tools and programming environments.
may be used in the interpretation of abstraction

with no physical realization, as in Bly's work [25]
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